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Her sense of humor shines through while her refreshing explanation of place and time
captivates.Karen Schulz goes on an excellent, courageous trip of self-discovery in Dance with the
Birds of Paradise.
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PARADISE is worth far more than the 47 points WWF will give you! Once I picked it up, I acquired
to read it once again and yes again! Another talent this wonderful women has -- writing! Produced
me laugh, made me smile. I wish I had her capability to describe outings to the ocean as vividly as
she will here--or her bravery. The endnotes say that watercolor painting is among her hobbies; if
she paints images that are half as vivid because the types in her poetry, she actually is one hell of
an artist. Enchanting Book of Poetry Beautifully written book. From the eye-popping cover to the
finish poem about her 48 year old "kids", Karen Schulz's poems deal with her existence in CA and
PA and her reactions to different encounters in these diverse locations. Her moods, unique sense of
humor, and depth of self-understanding arrive through for the reader. Her writing is crisp and her
descriptions are vivid. Terrific work. Memorable Ms. Schulz writes with great skill, filled with wisdom,
vivid imagery,delightful humor, infinite grace and bravery! A lovely, poignant exploration of a spiritual
journey distributed to the reader who'll immediately - from the initial web page to the last - ideally
recognize their very own exploration of a life fully lived and a world fully appreciated. Her function
produced me smile, weep, laugh out loud and validated those of us who have eliminated on that
same journey as hers. I bought this about a whim, knowing just that the writer shared my love for
crossword video games! This book makes a great little gift whenever your not sure what to get
someone. Once I started to read I could not stop. We couldn't put it straight down. Quite a few
times she made me LOL. An excellent read. It's a memoir in poetry This book of poetry is a beautiful
manifestation of the author's awakening to life, love and loving. The heartfelt, extremely compelling
personal poems explore the author's transformation and authenticity in relationships, intimate
entanglements, disappointments, development and joy, all served up with a definite generosity of
spirit. In this deeply honest memoir-and-poetry mix, I found a poet's dance to independence. Actually
enjoyed it. I agree that it feels like reading someone's diary but also the grace of Ms Shultz several
explorations and revelations about lifestyle are fun and captivating. Many of the poems spoke to
me, and about me ! She writes fearlessly and optimistically, even when telling stories of loss. I felt
like I was peeking in someone's diary while reading this I felt like We was peeking in someone's
diary while scanning this. Definitely an extremely worthwhile read! Good read. Liz M I actually agree
that it feels like reading someone's diary but also the grace of Ms . Interesting prose that depicts a
number of feelings that anyone can relate with - but especially those folks with a few life
experiences under our belt. Perform recommend it.. Schulz reveals all -- the raw lows and the
ebullient highs. What appeared to speak so honestly of life's challenges and pleasures. Her
descriptive vignettes provide the places and folks in her world to life. However, my in the beginning
low targets were exceeded by the time I got to web page 7 ("The Envelope") and completely blown
away by the time I got to "The Old Story". Karen presents a very introspective, observant, and often
amusing look at herself and her relationships with others at different situations in her adult life. This
reserve is a thoughtful, very well done, good read. I'm reading it for the next time and highly
recommend it. The Magic of Words A beautiful book of playful poetry that walks you through a
heartfelt trip of life.. Entertaining as well as illuminating! Sensitive, funny, touched my heart. Wonderful
Reading This book of poetry is inspiring and fun to learn. A wonderful read. Terrific work! Wish
Karen will continue steadily to write some more poetry!! An insightful and delightful read... Loving and
savoring this book. but I thoroughly enjoyed Dancing with the Birds of Paradise A lot of poetry is
dropped on me, but I thoroughly enjoyed Dancing with the Birds of Paradise.
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